
ECE 5675/4675 Midterm April 1, 2020 Name:

Take-Home Exam Honor Code
This being a take-home exam a strict honor code is assumed. Each person is to do his/her own
work with no consultation with others regarding these problems. Bring any questions you have
about the exam to me. Please be clear and concise in your answers. The exam is due at the start of
class Wednesday April 1, 2020.

20 pts 1.) The open-loop transfer function of a type II DPLL with processing delay  is given by

Design the closed-loop system to have Hz,  for Hz when
. Find the value of  which makes the system become unstable. Since  is an

integer, you want to find the delay that just pushes the loop over the edge. Verify your analysis
with a pole-zero plot and using the simulation model developed in Set #3 Problem 3. In the
simulation model use a very small frequency step to verify the instability. The phase shift
imparted by the delay the is the key.

2.) A high gain second-order type 2 APLL with loop filter

is used as a frequency discriminator. The discriminator output, , is the loop filter output
post filtered by  as shown below. Suppose , , and .

10 pts a.) Find  and .
10 pts b.) Find the peaking in dB of the  response. Analytically or by frequency sweep.
20 pts c.) Let  be a first-order lowpass filter of the form

.

Find  such that the overall 3 dB bandwidth ( ) is about 10 kHz. Does the
discriminator frequency response contain any peaking? If so, determine the amount in dB.
A pure analytical result is not needed here. You may use Python for the frequency
response.

20 pts 3.) Design a second-order loop filter (integrator with lead correction) that meets the following
requirements: Hz/v, v/rad, loop damping factor of 0.707, and total
acquisition time of less than 50 ms with a frequency offset of 300 Hz. To obtain the total
acquisition time analytically use the approximation:

,

which is valid provided  is greater than the pull-out frequency. Note the first term comes
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from the transient analysis of a phase step, which settles in approximately  (2–57 of the
notes) and the second term is the pull-in time (5–16 of the notes).   Verify that you meet the
acquisition requirement via simulation, such as the APLL in the module synchroniza-
tion.py with . Here we will consider the loop acquired if the phase error has set-
tled to within  of zero.

20 pts 4.) Consider the simplified aircraft fly-over scenario shown below:

A phase coherent receiver uses a Type II PLL to track the received signal having form

,

where  is the carrier frequency and  is the power of the received signal. Note  would
be part of the modeling should noise performance be considered. The free-space propagation
delay from transmitter to receiver is just , where m/s is the free-space
velocity of propagation, and  is the slant range.
a.) Find  as a function of the range . Begin by writing an expression for  (in 

meters) in terms of the altitude, a, and the aircraft velocity, 
b.) Show that  (related to the Doppler) can be written as

m/s

and similarly that  (related to the Doppler rate) can be written as

m/s2.

c.) For ft, mph, and MHz, plot  in rad, 
 in Hz (the Doppler frequency), and  in Hz/s (the Doppler rate), 

for s.
d.) Input the digitized  as  into the complex baseband DPLL model of Set #3 Prob-

lem 3c. Plot the loop phase error  for rad/s and  using 
kHz. Focus your simulation on the fly-over interval s. Note the Dop-

pler component will make it hard for the loop to initially acquire lock. Due to the cycle 
slips you will need to plot  using mod(phi+pi,2*pi)-pi, as was done in an ear-
lier homework problem. Start the simulation a little early so you can observe the in-lock 
phase error over the specified interval. What is the maximum phase error? When it is 
observed? If the elevation, a, is decreased does the DPLL have an easier time tracking the 
input or a harder time? Explain.
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Hints
1.) To get started on this problem first understand that from the open-loop transfer function we

are talking about having  of phase in  at the unity gain crossover frequency .
For the loop design, less the processing delay, the design requirements dictate the crossover
frequency, . The corresponding phase margin can also be found. The processing delay
term, , introduces additional phase shift at , but does not alter the open-loop gain.

The pole-zero plot corresponding to the closed-loop transfer function is where you should see
poles moving out to the unit circle when the system first becomes unstable, for some mini-
mum value of . Understand that the processing delay does increase the system order, but
the dominant poles that establish the desired (or ) and , are still present. I wrote a
helper function that creates the closed-loop b and a coefficient arrays as  takes integer steps
starting at . Once you have these coefficient arrays you can use ss.zplane(b,a) to plot
the poles and zeros and also analyze the roots of a to see when the largest pole radius just
crosses the unit circle.

Finally in a simulation, baseband or complex baseband (I prefer the complex baseband), you
will see the response to a small frequency step produce loop error (or loop filter output) that
changes from a decaying envelope to a growing envelope, as a result of the closed-loop poles
just passing outside the unit circle. 

2.) In this problem understand that since the APLL is used as a frequency discriminator, the input
modulation  is FM, that is  in  is , where  is the peak
frequency deviation (see notes page 3–106). The magnitude of the FM modulation present at
the loop filter output/VCO input is . The magnitude of the final output
modulation, , is clearly then . 

3.) In the simulation comparison I would like to see an overlay of say 10-20 phase error plots with
differences being you at a starting phase random number to , i.e., the 300 Hz frequency
step is augmented on each trial by adding 2*pi*rand(1), which models a  ran-
dom variable phase. You should see a nice variation in the  settling time over this ensem-
ble. There seems to be some confusion about what the input to the loop should be. Note I say
augmented. The random phase models the physics of the problem saying the phase at 
has a random starting point. This makes  take the form  where ona
given trial  is equally likely to be chosen from the interval .

4.) The assignment sheet does not mention sampling rate. I would like to standardize on 
kHz. Also, there is some confusion about . An unmodulated carrier with time varying
delay takes the form (using continuous-time for convenience)

where  is the complex baseband phase deviation term. 
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